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          Generating electricity, heat and hydrogen,                    

                cleanly ,quietly and  efficiently 

 HEADLINE NEWS 
 

Fuel cells of all types are starting the 

global move away from burning fossil 

fuels to electrochemical energy conver-

sion. The UK’s first public hydrogen fuel-

ling station powered by the wind has 

been installed by ITM Power  near the 

M1 in South Yorkshire.    The 225 kilowatt 

wind turbine is coupled to an electro-

lyser and hydrogen storage. Fuel cells 

produce power for local buildings.  

 

Fuel cells are increasingly being used as 

back-up for intermittent renewable en-

ergy and for local or remote power 

generation.   In reports to the G8, the 

International Energy Agency (IEA) calls 

for more support for the introduction of 

fuel cells in order to help meet climate 

change targets.  
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WIND POWER FOR  

REFUELLING STATION 
  
ITM Power has launched its first public access 

hydrogen refuelling station in South Yorkshire, 

close to the M1. Funded by Innovate UK, the 

launch was supported by Hyundai, Toyota, 

and Honda who displayed their fuel cell vehi-

cles, alongside a British Microcab.   

The site consists of a 225kW wind turbine cou-

pled directly to an electrolyser, 220kg of hy-

drogen storage, a hydrogen dispensing unit 

and a 30kW fuel cell system capable of pro-

viding backup power generation for nearby 

buildings. ITM Power’s hydrogen generation 

equipment is used to provide retail hydrogen 

fuel services.   

 

The station currently offers hydrogen gas at 

350bar and will be upgraded early in 2016 to 

provide hydrogen at 700bar.  This will provide 

the fuel cell vehicles with a longer range of 

between 350 – 400 miles and extend the 

reach of clean emission transportation in 

South Yorkshire to hydrogen refuelling stations 

elsewhere in the UK, including London. 
 

Tony Whitehorn, Hyundai Motor UK CEO,   

welcomed this ultra-green new site in the 

north of England, which is one of the most 

advanced sites ever constructed. Hydrogen-

powered cars are the future and Hyundai is a 

leader in the field.   

Jon Hunt, Manager,  Toyota (GB) PLC said 

“Toyota are delighted to join ITM Power at 

the opening of the new M1 refuelling station, 

which will support the October launch into 

the UK of our new Mirai, the world’s first dedi-

cated mass produced hydrogen Fuel Cell 

Vehicle”    

 

A video of the first UK refuelling station pro-

viding energy obtained from water by wind 

powered electrolysis can be seen at: 

 http://www.itm-power.com/project/wind-

hydrogen-development-platform 

 

 

SOLAR HYDROGEN  

REFUELLING STATION  

 
ITM Power  has signed an agreement with 

The Centre for Engineering and Manufactur-

ing Excellence (CEME) to deploy a Hydrogen 

Refuelling Station at the CEME site in Rain-

ham.   The CEME campus is ideally located 

on one of the main East London arterial 

roads between London City Airport and the 

M25, providing publically accessible refueling 

infrastructure to East London.  

 

The CEME site has one of the largest arrays of 

photo voltaic’s in the south of England, con-

sisting of 717 panels designed to supply 115 

kWs, which will provide power to the station. 

 

The station will be deployed as part of the  

HyFIVE project and will open to the public in 

spring 2016.    HyFIVE, an EU programme,  in-

volves leading motor manufacturers, hydro-

gen fuel suppliers, the Mayor of London’s Of-

fice and energy consultancies, in order to 

make hydrogen vehicles a viable and       

environmentally friendly choice for motorists 

across Europe. 

 

 

 

ITM’S ZERO EMISSION HYDROGEN  

FOR UK VEHICLES  

http://www.itm-power.com/project/wind-hydrogen-development-platform
http://www.itm-power.com/project/wind-hydrogen-development-platform
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ZERO EMISSION COMMER-

CIAL VEHICLES  
 

ITM Power  has signed an agreement with 

Symbio FCell and Arcola Energy to provide 

an integrated package of zero emission 

commercial vehicles, on-site fuel and after-

sales support for UK commercial fleet op-

erators.  The agreement is to work together 

to provide fleet customers with the assur-

ance of a one-stop complete solution in-

cluding preparation, insurance, site approv-

als, vehicle registration and staff training. 

 

Symbio FCell, a leading designer and 

manufacturer of Fuel Cell Systems and 

Range Extenders, has deployed the largest 

number of fuel cell Range Extender Electric 

Vehicles in Europe with customers such as 

La Poste, Air Liquide and Schneider Elec-

tric. The Renault Kangoo ZE-H2 electric van 

with fuel cell range extender from Symbio 

FCell is now in series production and offers a 

range of over 200 miles, more than double 

the range of the electric-only van.  With a 

hydrogen refuelling time of less than three 

minutes, but the ability to plug-in whenever 

possible, the vehicle provides the best of 

both worlds for fleet managers and drivers.   

TECHNICAL SUPPORT FROM 

ARCOLA 
  

Currently, ITM Power is building five refuel-

ling stations in London.  The HFuel product is 

well suited to fleets of fuel cell vehicles and 

has demonstrated the principle of refuelling 

return-to-base fleets in the past.   

 

This experience has shown that the quality 

of after-sales support for the vehicles is key 

to fleet customers. Arcola Energy is an engi-

neering services business offering hydrogen 

and fuel cell vehicle and fleet services.  In 

partnership with Symbio FCell, Arcola En-

ergy offers full technical support and main-

tenance for the vans and assurance to 

fleet managers of high reliability and  

availability.   

 

To help fleets realise the benefits and to en-

sure that drivers are confident working with 

these cutting-edge technologies, Arcola 

Energy also provides engaging, hands-on 

training and education services,   as well as 

supporting wider public communications 

for local authorities and companies wishing 

to highlight the benefits of hydrogen pow-

ered fleets.  

 

Ben Todd, Managing 

Director at Arcola 

Energy commented; 

“The Symbio FCell 

zero emission vans 

combined with ITM 

Power’s clean hy-

drogen production 

means truly low car-

bon and non-

polluting fleets are 

now possible for UK 

cities.  

 

With rapid changes in environmental regulation in urban centres and emerging uncertainties 

in the claims made for conventional vehicles, fuel cell electric vehicles are becoming increas-

ing popular, especially with organisations with large urban fleets and central refuelling and 

maintenance depots.”                 www.itmpower.com  www.arcolaenergy.com 

http://www.itmpower.com
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ITM POWER RECEIVES THE 

UK’S FIRST TOYOTA MIRAI 

 
ITM Power has received the first Toyota Mirai 

fuel cell electric vehicle (FCEV) to be         

delivered in the UK. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Paul Van der Burgh, President and Managing 

Director Toyota GB plc (left) and Prof Roger 

Putnam, Chairman ITM Power Plc are seen 

here with the Mirai, which means ‘future’. 

ITM has also signed its first fuel contract with 

Toyota, covering the green hydrogen fuel 

dispensed from five UK hydrogen refuelling 

stations, three of which will be on existing fuel 

retail forecourts in London. The refuelling sta-

tions have a total capacity of 400 kg/day 

and will form the initial seeding of a UK green 

hydrogen infrastructure. 

 

The price of hydrogen to all customers from 

ITM Power’s public refuelling stations will be 

£10/kg which is the lowest hydrogen price at 

any public refuelling station in the UK. This 

clearly demonstrates the economic advan-

tages of making hydrogen on-site. Toyota is a 

direct customer for the fuel since all Toyota 

Mirai vehicles will be offered by Toyota with 

free fuel for the first three years. 

 

Mirai is the world’s first hydrogen fuel cell sa-

loon, benefiting from Toyota research and 

development into fuel cell technology span-

ning two decades, and world-leading experi-

ence in hybrid vehicle power systems. Using 

hydrogen gas to generate electricity within a 

fuel cell stack, Mirai produces no tailpipe 

emissions other than water.  

Spacious, refined, comfortable and safe, 

Mirai combines its advanced technology 

with superb practicality: a full-tank driving 

range of around 300 miles bears comparison 

with a petrol-powered car and the refuelling 

process only takes about three minutes to 

complete. 

 

The UK is among the first wave of national 

markets in Europe for Mirai, together with 

Germany and Denmark. Toyota expects 12 

to be on the road in the UK before the end of 

this year, including four vehicles announced 

by Transport for London. 

 

Dr Johann Van Zyl, VP Toyota EU said: “Mirai 

and our hydrogen fuel cell technology are 

important elements in our mission to help cre-

ate a future zero emissions society. Paul Van 

der Burgh President & Managing Director, 

Toyota (GB) added: “Toyota has made Brit-

ain one of the first markets in Europe for Mirai, 

thanks to the commitment of government 

and business here to put in place the infra-

structure and resources needed to make hy-

drogen power a viable, practical and effec-

tive proposition. Our first customers for Mirai 

are true pioneers who recognise the valuable 

rewards hydrogen can deliver.”   Dr Graham 

Cooley, CEO, ITM Power, commented: “It is 

an honour for ITM Power to be the first cus-

tomer in the UK to receive a Toyota 

Mirai.  The Mirai fuel cell electric vehicle is, 

quite simply, the future of transport and we 

are delighted to be part of that future.”     

 

H Y D R O G E N  M O B I L I T Y 

EUROPE  (H2ME) 

 
 A large coalition of European partners has 

launched the Hydrogen Mobility Europe pro-

ject (H2ME) which will support the deploy-

ment of Fuel Cell Electric Vehicles and Hydro-

gen Refuelling Stations across Europe. 

 

H2ME  is based around an alliance of the four 

most ambitious hydrogen mobility initiatives in 

Europe: H2 MOBILITY Deutschland, Mobilité 

Hydrogène France, Scandinavian Hydrogen 

Highway Partnership and UK H2 Mobility.  

 

http://www.itm-power.exvn.com/page.cfm?article=0xd636c7b2fbf2467fafce0d0498fca2c4.33.130353
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H2ME is co-funded with €32 million from the 

Fuel Cells and Hydrogen Joint Undertaking. 

 H2ME will deploy 200 fuel cell vehicles, 125 

fuel cell range-extended electric commercial 

vans and 29 new hydrogen refuelling stations 

in 10 countries, Austria, Belgium, Denmark, 

France, Germany, Iceland, Netherlands, Nor-

way, Sweden and the UK by 2019. This plan 

ties in with existing national level initiatives for 

the roll-out of a large scale hydrogen refuel-

ling infrastructure, aimed at enabling Europe 

wide emission-free driving. 

 

The consortium includes global leaders in the 

hydrogen and fuel cell sector, from fuel cell 

and car manufacturers Daimler, SymbioFCell, 

Hyundai, Honda, Intelligent Energy, Nissan 

and infrastructure providers Air Liquide, BOC, 

H2Logic, ITM Power, Linde, McPhy, OMV, 

AREVA, EIFER, H2 MOBILITY Deutschland, 

HYOP, Icelandic New Energy, Communauté 

d’Agglomération Sarreguemines Conflu-

ences, as well as data monitoring and dis-

semination organisations Cenex and  

WaterstofNet. 

 

The original agreements for the project were 

signed in July this year and the project has 

already delivered the first vehicles to custom-

ers in France and Germany. 

 

TECHNOLOGY READY FOR 

MARKET INTRODUCTION  

 
Bert De Colvenaer, Executive Director of the 

Fuel Cells and Hydrogen Joint Undertaking 

stated: “To bring Fuel Cell and Hydrogen 

technology to the point of market readiness 

does require Europe wide coordination and 

financial support for the first movers. The Joint 

Undertaking is therefore keen and happy to 

support the implementation of this important 

project as part of the early Europe wide de-

ployment of Fuel Cell Hydrogen vehicles.”  

Ben Madden, Director at Element Energy and 

Overall Coordinator added: “A huge interna-

tional effort over the past two decades has 

developed hydrogen vehicle technology to 

the point where it is technically ready for 

market introduction.  

 

H2ME will allow a widespread demonstration 

of the readiness of the technology, as well as 

developing valuable insights about the early 

customer experience and practical chal-

lenges of a widespread roll-out of the tech-

nology”. 

 

GERMANY, FRANCE,  

SCANDINAVIA AND UK 
 

Frank Sreball, Managing Director of the Joint 

Venture H2 MOBILITY Deutschland said: “The 

start of this project is a decisive step towards 

the construction of a dense network of hy-

drogen stations in Germany. With our part-

ners we want to prove that hydrogen energy 

is an innovative solution for the challenges of 

sustainable mobility”. Fabio Ferrari, CEO, Sym-

bio FCell and coordinator for the French ac-

tivities under H2ME commented: “This simulta-

neous deployment of fuel cell vehicles and 

infrastructure will create the basis for a na-

tionwide infrastructure, ready for passenger 

cars. This strategy is gathering real interest 

from many customers in a number of French 

cities, and the first deployments of vehicles 

and fuelling stations have already begun. In 

order to scale up and make fuel cell vehicles 

attractive to all consumers and to passenger 

car manufacturers, it is essential to invest in 

refuelling infrastructure coverage across 

France and across Europe.” 

 

Jon Bjorn Skulason, General Manager, Ice-

landic New Energy Ltd said: “Today fuel cell 

electric vehicles and hydrogen fuelling sta-

tions are in daily use across the Scandinavian 

countries. The H2ME project will help to con-

tinue the Scandinavian efforts on market in-

troduction – specifically contributing to secur-

ing a continuous growth in vehicles and sta-

tions.”  Dr Rachel Smith, Executive Director, 

ITM Power plc and coordinator for the UK ac-

tivities under H2ME commented: “The UK 

Consortia, led by ITM Power is delighted to 

participate in this project and to show the 

readiness of the stations and vehicles, and to 

enable the widespread and rapid adoption 

of clean emission transport.    www.h2me.eu    

www.itm-power.com 

 

http://www.h2me.eu
http://www.itm-power.com
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SFC Energy has announced that ZephIR Lidar, 

Ledbury, UK, is now including their EFOY Pro 

2400 fuel cell within “ZephIR Power” in sales to 

its customers located around the world.  The 

ZephIR Power is a low-cost, stand-alone 

power system designed specifically for the 

growing wind industry’s continuing adoption 

of remote sensing, specifically the ZephIR 300 

wind lidar. (Lidar -  light and laser -  measures 

distances with reflected light and a laser.)   

 

With the addition of the EFOY Pro, the power 

system is now capable of up to 12 months 

autonomous  operation.   

ZephIR Power is an off-grid power supply 

which can be set up for the most arduous of 

deployments. The system will use a combina-

tion of the EFOY Pro methanol fuel cell with 

220 Ah batteries in a modular concept that 

will allow customers to add a wind turbine of 

up to 450W and solar PV micro panels of up 

to 600W, together with an optional battery 

extension pack to maximize the renewable 

inputs. With an operating temperature range 

of -40°C to +50°C, ZephIR Power is of optimal 

design for the conditions often encountered 

by remote sensors.  Dr. Peter Podesser, CEO 

of SFC Energy, stated, “We are delighted to 

work with the leading wind lidar provider, 

ZephIR Lidar.  The EFOY Pro fuel cell is the best 

in class for providing stable, reliable and con-

tinuous power, which solves a specific need 

for these products in measuring and monitor-

ing wind energy in off-grid locations.  ZephIR 

and their customers needed to ensure that 

the Power system remained online without 

the need for consistent maintenance and 

oversight.  We believe this is an excellent 

partnership, as their products are the most 

respected in the industry, and our energy sys-

tem provides unmatched availability.  This is 

another step forward for us in the growing 

wind market, where our products are used 

from sensing to back-up power.” 

 

Ewan Abbot, General Manager, Operations 

at ZephIR Lidar added: “ZephIR 300 provides 

customers with wind data availability close to 

100% all year round. Through a decade of 

practical remote sensing experience, we are 

now able to offer a power solution to match 

our customers’ needs. ZephIR Power is robust, 

affordable and designed very much with the 

remoteness of typical wind sites in mind, with 

ease of transportation and deployment be-

ing key features. Now, at the heart of ZephIR 

Power, is the industry standard EFOY Direct 

Methanol Fuel Cell generator, which uses an 

eco-friendly catalytic process to convert 

methanol into electricity. Coupled with op-

tional renewable energy power source com-

ponents, ZephIR Power delivers autonomous 

operation for ZephIR 300 in all environments 

and conditions anywhere around the globe.” 
 

LIGHTWEIGHT OFF-GRID 

POWER FOR SOLDIERS 
 

SFC Energy has also received an order from an 

international defence force for the delivery of 

their JENNY portable fuel cells for use by sol-

diers in multi-day missions.   Dr. Peter Podessor 

stated,  “This order is the result of many years of 

excellent cooperation between the interna-

tional defence force and SFC Energy. We see 

a lot of potential for our products and will   

SFC PROVIDING OFF-GRID POWER FOR 

WIND, DEFENCE AND GAS INDUSTRIES 
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continue to further extend our cooperation 

with defence organizations worldwide.”  A 

profound change in the geopolitical situation 

over the last 12 months drives fundamental 

demand for defence and security systems. 

The Company believes that its recent orders 

have been driven by the transition of modern 

military forces to lightweight portable power 

solutions for the devices they carry.  
 

Optimum soldier safety and operability de-

pend upon this reliable availability of power. 

Conventional solutions are limited. Batteries 

alone cannot meet the requirements in multi-

day missions, forcing soldiers to carry large 

and heavy spare batteries so weight and vol-

ume are not available for water, food or am-

munition. Generators require maintenance 

and produce detectable signatures. Solar 

modules are weather dependent. SFC fuel 

cells are a silent, lightweight and non-

detectable alternative.  The portable JENNY 

1200 fuel cell with a nominal power of 50W 

builds on SFC Energy's award winning DMFC 

(direct methanol fuel cell) technology.  Ad-

vantages of the systems are: a major reduc-

tion in the number of spare batteries to be 

carried by individual soldiers; fully automatic 

and silent battery recharge; no maintenance 

required; no detectable heat signature; and 

ultimately lower total cost of ownership. 

 

JENNY 1200 uses pure methanol, available in 

three convenient fuel cartridge sizes.  Like all 

SFC Energy’s power generation and distribu-

tion products for defence applications, the 

JENNY 1200 integrates seamlessly into the ex-

isting SFC defence product family and into all 

SFC energy networks and power solutions. 
 

AUTONOMOUS  

ENERGY FOR RUSSIA 
 

SFC Energy has announced the integration of 

its popular EFOY Pro fuel cell into the autono-

mous energy system developed by LLC Gaz-

prom Georesurs.  The system will supply reliable 

power to off-grid gas applications operated 

by Gazprom, Russia.  Gazprom Georesurs se-

lected the EFOY Pro fuel cell after two years of 

severe field tests in harshest weather and oper-

ating conditions.   

Gas production and transportation in Russia 

depends on reliable power, as most opera-

tional sites are far away from the grid in areas 

with boggy surfaces, permafrost or rocky 

ground.    

                            

 

 

 

The Gazprom Georesurs autonomous energy 

source was developed to provide a full year 

of unattended, reliable power to these sites. 

The energy source uses a solar panel in hy-

brid operation with a EFOY Pro fuel cell. The 

fuel cell serves as a back-up power source 

only when the solar panel does not produce 

enough power in winter or in bad weather.   
 

Alexander Zhukov, Development Specialist at 

LLC Gazprom Georesurs said: “Our autono-

mous energy system is the first in Russia with 

this combination of two alternative power 

sources.  We needed a system that would 

operate at least one full year without requir-

ing any user attendance. It also had to be 

environmentally friendly, as many of our sites 

are situated in protected areas and national 

parks. Our energy source will help Gazprom 

save major logistic and operational costs at 

their remote production and transportation 

sites, while ensuring maximum system oper-

ability and site protection.” www.sfc.com     

Autonomous energy solution by 

Gazprom Georesurs with  

EFOY Pro fuel cell 

http://www.sfc.com
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NEXT GENERATION  

HYDROGEN FUEL CELL CAR 
 

Riversimple Engineering, which is developing 

a lightweight hydrogen fuelled car, has relo-

cated its research centre to Llandrindod 

Wells, Mid Wales, UK,  with £3.5m Welsh gov-

ernment backing.   A new design of carbon-

fibre car doing the equivalent of 240 miles 

per gallon is due to take to the road.  The 

next goal will be to produce 20 cars for a 12-

month public trial. If the trial proves success-

ful, the next step will be volume production in 

a factory employing 220 people, making 

5,000 cars a year.  Riversimple has an enthusi-

astic and growing band of designers, engi-

neers and business builders, who come from 

all sorts of backgrounds – motor racing, 

yacht design, engineering, design – and 

have lived and worked all over the world. The 

team works between the design studio in Bar-

celona, the office in Ludlow and the new 

R&D centre in Llandrindod Wells. 

 

'STEP CHANGE'  
 

As a mark of its green credentials, the com-

pany intends to lease rather than sell the ve-

hicles, which are designed to last for 15 to 20 

years.  The firm's founder and chief engineer, 

Hugo Spowers, said that more durable vehi-

cles emitting only water vapour would re-

duce the environmental impact of the motor 

industry.  "We are making a real step change 

in how cars are built, their environmental per-

formance and the ownership model," he 

said. 

 

Economy Minister Edwina Hart welcomed the 

company's move to Wales, saying: "This is ex-

actly the type of advanced research and 

development  investment we want to at-

tract. I am delighted Wales is hosting this next 

stage of development, which is already cre-

ating highly skilled jobs with the potential for 

many more.” Over the last year Riversimple 

has been quietly planning and designing 

their next generation hydrogen fuel cell vehi-

cle. Mark 2 architecture is already up and 

running in lab conditions and it is now all 

coming together in the vehicle. 

 

DECOUPLING ACCELERA-

TION AND CRUISE POWER  
 

Decoupling acceleration and cruise power 

requirements means that the fuel cell needs 

only to be sized to meet the maximum 

steady demand when cruising.  This is usually 

only about 20% of the maximum power re-

quired when accelerating.  In a conventional 

car, the engine provides the power for both 

acceleration and cruising; but as a car is only 

accelerating for about 5% of the time, for 

95% of the time, the car is carrying around an 

engine and transmission that is five times lar-

ger than necessary and is operating at ineffi-

cient and polluting speed and load.   

 

In Riversimple’s electric vehicle, almost all 

braking is done by the electric motors, cap-

turing the energy of the car in motion, rather 

than using conventional brakes that just 

waste the energy as heat.  This energy is then 

stored in the bank of super-capacitors.  Be-

cause super-capacitors can be both 

charged and discharged very rapidly, they 

can provide 80% of the power required for 

acceleration.  Therefore only a fifth of the 

power is required from the fuel cell that 

would be required if it alone was replacing 

the engine in a conventional car. 

 

DESIGNING FOR WEIGHT  

REDUCTION  
 

Mass decompounding is an emergent prop-

erty of “whole system design” – designing the 

car as a whole system – rather than attempt-

ing to squeeze a fuel cell into a car architec-

ture that is designed for a combustion engine 

and then trying to persuade it to behave like 

one.   

RIVERSIMPLE MOVED TO WALES 
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The reduced size of the fuel cell, and elimina-

tion of a gearbox and driveshafts, results in a 

weight reduction.  This leads directly to a 

lighter chassis, as this is usually designed to 

hold on to a heavy engine and gearbox in 

accidents.  This in turn means less power is 

needed, which means lighter components, 

and so a lighter chassis, meaning less power 

and so on, and this effect is magnified by us-

ing lighter materials, composites, for the 

chassis as well.  Furthermore, all these weight 

reductions lead to narrower tyres and make 

power assisted systems for brakes and steer-

ing redundant; this virtuous circle of mass de-

compounding leads directly to significant 

improvements in efficiency. 

 

MOBILITY AT ZERO COST TO 

THE PLANET 
 

Riversimple is not selling products but will sell 

mobility as a service. That way customers 

don’t have the hassle of ownership, and it is 

in their interests to make a car that lasts as 

long as possible.   

Their interests, the customer’s, the suppliers’ 

and the planet’s are aligned. They are build-

ing a distributed manufacturing model with 

small, profitable operations near the markets 

they serve – each will produce around 5,000 

cars a year.  

 

Riversimple is encouraging others to follow or 

even improve on what they have built and 

has established an independent foundation 

to take this work forward at www.40Fires.org   

 

The more people who participate the more 

they will eliminate environmental impact and 

the lower they will bring the costs of this new 

technology. Riversimple has designed a 

structure of control where each stakeholder 

group has an equal stake. The company is 

answerable to six custodians who represent 

each of the critical stakeholders and hold 

the voting shares: customers, investors, the 

environment, the community, the staff and 

commercial partners.  

 www.riversimple.com 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The technology demonstrator illustrated has four electric motors, one in each wheel; regen-

eration of electricity by these motors when the car is braking; super-capacitors to store this 

energy and provide most of the power for acceleration;  low powered hydrogen fuel cells; 

and a body made of lightweight composites.   It’s the combination and synthesis of all these 

technologies that delivers the groundbreaking efficiency and range, many times better than 

inserting fuel cells into conventional, heavy vehicles. 

http://www.40Fires.org
http://www.riversimple.com
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Cygnus Atratus (Black Swan) Group is 

progressing with zero emission fuel cells, 

starting with two applications, stationary 

waste to energy for farmers and liquid 

fuel for electric vehicles.   

 

AGRICULTURAL WASTE TO 

ENERGY 
  
Waste to energy systems have become com-

monplace in the agricultural community. The 

systems are large, relatively expensive and 

built to order as engineering projects. Small 

and urban farmers have neither the quanti-

ties of waste nor the finance to access such 

technologies, with disadvantages of gener-

ally poor efficiencies and high operational 

maintenance costs.  The requirement is for a 

system that is modular, low cost with remote 

operation meeting the potential for high 

rates of recyclability, low energy costs and 

water production.  

 

The manufacturing, distribution, installation 

and management of the systems will be un-

dertaken by regional companies called 

‘Collaborative Manufacturing Enterprises’. 

They can be owned and supported by agri-

culturalists or agricultural co-operatives, with 

part equity being held by the project part-

ners, who include:   Agder University, BioCite 

SARL, Cardiff University, Cygnus Atratus Ltd, 

Ecoles des Mines Paris, Imperial College Busi-

ness School, Liverpool University, SAS Enter-

prises Durables, Scintilla CME Ltd, Tsinhua Uni-

versity, TRU Energy Cme Ltd and Veridas CME 

Ltd.  The main issues are: provision of systems 

by Collaborative Manufacturing Enterprises,  

without cost to agriculturalists; maintenance 

and provision of low cost recyclable materi-

als. The key products will be: electricity, wa-

ter, fertiliser, terra preta, heat and CO2.     The 

advantages are:  removal of active patho-

gens ;  production growth; reduction in costs 

and labour time efficiency. 

HYDROGEN PRODUCTION  

GADTM technology is a novel integrated gas 

production system producing continuous 

streams of methane rich biogas and syngas.  

The system is a multi stage continuous batch 

process using advanced reactor technology 

supporting accelerated anaerobic digestion 

and up draft gasification by pyrolysis.  Hydro-

gen is derived from the conversion of carbon 

into CO2 and separation of  hydrogen from 

the gas stream.  Hydrogen is produced by 

steam reformation, the combination of water 

(H2O) with the carbon content in the gas. The 

oxygen in the water combines with the car-

bon, releasing its hydrogen.  

 

MORE ECONOMIC FORESTS 
 

Much  deforestation is occurring in develop-

ing countries in order to obtain a better eco-

nomic return from the land.   Communities 

could manufacture their own fuel cells, which 

would ensure clean, efficient electricity on 

site.  There would be zero pollution and  the 

by-products would be natural  fertilizer and 

heat.  C02 from the exhaust gas flow can be 

used in plant propagation, providing nega-

tive emissions.    Fuel cells operate in water 

balance, which saves the large amount of 

water required for thermal power generation.  

 

TELEMATICS 
 

Agriculturalists have difficulties dedicating 

time to service systems. While most are highly 

capable of working with advanced tech-

nologies, the burden of additional complex 

systems is a barrier to implementation. Ac-

cordingly, the telematics system with its over-

sight reduces the time spent on waste man-

agement and application of fertiliser by re-

mote management. 
 

  

ZERO EMISSION ENERGY FOR  

STATIONARY AND TRANSPORT USE 
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TRANSPORT APPLICATIONS   

Cygnus Atratus’ scientists built the first  fuel 

cell boat licensed for public use.   It func-

tioned successfully in 1999 but there was no 

support from either banks or the Government 

for this emerging technology. Since then  

Cygnus Atratus has developed new materials 

and achieved more efficient systems for  cre-

ating energy from waste and generating 

electricity.  

 

LIQUID  FUELLED  

ELECTRIC VEHICLES 
 

Cygnus Atratus has made progress with etha-

nol powered alkaline fuel cells. The idea of a 

direct multi fuel system is enticing as it would 

provide a cheap alternative to hydrogen fuel 

cells requiring pure hydrogen gas.   

Direct methanol fuel cells, the other liquid 

system, have proven largely unsuccessful.   

Ethanol fuel cells offer a profound advance.  

A project is being planned to bring attention 

to the ethanol fuel cell and a stimulus to its   

development.   

 

Engineers at Cygnus Atratus built the first fuel 

cell powered London taxi for ZeTek and are 

now installing the liquid fuelled ethanol fuel 

cell in another London taxi. 

   info@cygnusatratusgroup.com 

 

NEWS 
 

UK CLIMATE CHANGE  

POLICIES 
 

A report from the Grantham Institute of Cli-

mate Change points out that the high cost of 

subsidies for renewable energy is due to the 

very low carbon price in the EU Energy Trad-

ing Scheme, which does not reflect the real 

cost of fossil fuels.  Although the UK Govern-

ment introduced a carbon price floor, this is 

capped at too low a rate.   Both the Interna-

tional Monetary Fund (IMF) and the Interna-

tional Energy Agency (IEA) consider that the 

fossil fuel suppliers are not covering their real 

costs and that this is a form of subsidy which 

discriminates against renewables.  

 

There are also other market failures holding 

back new technologies, hindering research 

and development and infrastructure finance. 

Some initially expensive, but potentially low 

cost and profitable, technologies need sup-

port to become commercially viable and to 

compete with the old incumbents, fossil fuels. 

 It is recommended that there should be an 

increased carbon price support rate, which 

could be used to partly compensate the 

small number of companies which have high 

energy costs and are facing overseas com-

petition. In addition a carbon price should be 

applied to the rest of the economy, similar to 

that in the traded sector.   

  

At the same time the Chancellor of the  

Exchequer announced that the Climate 

Change Levy is being extended to apply to 

renewable power. This suggests that the Gov-

ernment believes that reducing greenhouse 

gas emissions can be achieved simply by de-

creasing demand, without further policies to 

encourage a shift to low-carbon sources.  

  www.lse.ac.uk/granthaminstitute   

http://www.lse.ac.uk/grantham
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Bright Green Hydrogen (formerly the Hydro-

gen Office Ltd) awarded the first contract in 

the Levenmouth Community Energy Project 

to Edinburgh-based Logan Energy. The four-

year project in Methil, Fife, Scotland, will see 

the Hydrogen Office developed into a world-

class demonstrator of hydrogen applications 

generated from renewable sources. The 

750kW turbine of Norwin design is called 

Poppy.  It provides the electricity for the pro-

ject and for surrounding businesses,  Excess 

energy is stored as hydrogen gas.  

 Hydrogen will be stored at the site and re-

converted to electricity at times when on-site 

wind and solar generation is low, helping to 

offset the intermittency of renewable energy. 

The hydrogen will also be compressed and 

stored for 350bar refuelling of vehicles.  

 

ENERGY BALANCING  
 

Logan Energy will supply and install a state-of

-the-art hydrogen-based energy balancing 

system and two mobile hydrogen refuelling 

units. The energy balancing system comprises 

a 250kWe Proton Exchange Membrane 

(PEM) Electrolyser, a compressed gas storage 

arrangement and a 100kW PEM fuel cell. 

Coupled with a smart control system, the en-

ergy balancing is achieved by generating 

and storing hydrogen when there is renew-

able energy available. This in turn is used to 

run the fuel cell to provide power to the pri-

vate wire network when there is insufficient 

renewable energy being generated.  

 

The mobile refuelling units are self-contained 

modules, based upon ISO shipping container 

dimensions, so that they can be readily trans-

ported and easily relocated from site to site. 

The two units differ slightly in that one utilises 

a PEM-based electrolyser and the other uses 

an alkali-based electrolyser. This has been 

done so that the performance of the two 

units can be directly compared.  

 

Electrolysers provide pure hydrogen when 

electricity demand is low. The fuel cell pro-

vides electricity when there is no wind. 

HYDROGENICS’ FUEL CELLS  

AND ELECTROLYZERS 
  
Logan Energy has sub-contracted Hydrogen-

ics to supply three electrolyzers and a fuel 

cell power module system for the project.  

This is funded with a £4million grant from the 

Scottish Government’s Local Energy Chal-

lenge Fund.   Hydrogenics will deploy one 

alkaline electrolyzer and one PEM electro-

lyzer which will be integrated by Logan En-

ergy for containerized fuelling, along with an-

other PEM electrolyzer and fuel cell module 

to be part of an energy storage system.   

BRIGHT GREEN HYDROGEN  FOR  

COMMUNITY ENERGY 
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Daryl Wilson, CEO of Hydrogenics, stated, 

“The Levenmouth Community Energy Project 

is an excellent example of utilizing hydrogen 

technology in multiple applications for both 

energy storage and fuelling.  Hydrogenics is 

pleased to be involved as a partner in this 

project, which is our third in Scotland, follow-

ing on our fuelling station in Aberdeen and at 

the Kittybrewster depot, also in Aberdeen. 

We look forward to working with Logan En-

ergy, Bright Green Hydrogen and their pro-

ject partners on this exciting project.” 

 

Hydrogenics will support nine organizations in 

this initiative. Along with Bright Green Hydro-

gen Ltd., Fife Council and Toshiba, the pro-

ject consortium members include: Leven Val-

ley Development Trust, Fife College, BOC (for 

hydrogen transport), Green Business Fife, 

Community Energy Scotland and the Scottish 

Hydrogen and Fuel Cell Association (SHFCA).     

  www.brightgreenhydrogen.org.uk 

  www.shfca.org.uk 

 

RENEWABLE POWER FOR 

HONOLULU PORT  
 

A new chapter in clean energy is starting in 

Hawaii. At Young Brothers Ltd's Port of Hono-

lulu facility, Sandia National Laboratories is 

leading the Maritime Hydrogen Fuel Cell  

project to test a hydrogen-fuel-cell-powered 

generator as an alternative to conventional 

diesel generators.  U.S. Sen. Brian Schatz said 

“We are taking another big step in transform-

ing our nation to a clean energy economy. 

The fuel cell technology being deployed will 

one day mean less carbon pollution in our 

ports and on the high seas. The great work 

from all the partners involved is helping lead 

the way to a cleaner, more energy-efficient 

future." 
 

The unit is already providing power to refrig-

erated containers on shore. Soon it will begin 

powering the same refrigerated containers 

on Young Brothers' barges that distribute 

goods to Hawaii's other islands.  Young Broth-

ers, which is a subsidiary of Foss Maritime, will 

be testing and demonstrating this technology 

on on-shore and ocean environments over 

the next six months.  Hickam Air Force Base in 

Honolulu is supplying the hydrogen, which is 

produced by electrolysis using electricity sup-

plied by Hickam's solar-powered electrical 

grid. 

 

FUTURE DEPLOYMENT AT 

OTHER PORTS 
 

Following the six-month test of the fuel cell 

unit, the project team will analyze the pro-

ject's successes and challenges, including 

the operating and cost parameters needed 

to make a business case at other ports.  The 

long-range goal is to develop a commercial-

ready technology that can be widely used at 

other ports. The project team sees a strong 

market need and desire for a fuel cell solu-

tion, not only at maritime ports but also for 

users who aren't connected to a grid. That 

could extend to developing countries and 

remote locations worldwide.  

HYDROGEN MORE EFFICIENT 

THAN DIESEL 
 

Planning for the Maritime Hydrogen Fuel Cell 

project began with a study that determined 

that hydrogen fuel cells could replace diesel 

generators in providing auxiliary power on 

board and to ships at berth. "At the point of 

use, hydrogen fuel cells produce nothing but 

water - zero pollutant emissions and no 

greenhouse gases," said Joe Pratt, Sandia's 

project lead. "This technology could enable 

major commercial ports and marine vessels 

to lessen their environmental impacts." 

http://www.brightgreenhydrogen.org.uk
http://www.shfca.org.uk
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TENS OF THOUSANDS OF  

HYDROGEN FUEL CELL  

VEHICLES 
 
Awareness is growing of the need to turn   

political statements and analytical work into 

concrete action. To drive this forward the G8 

requested the International Energy Agency 

(IEA) to lead the development of a series of 

roadmaps for some of the most important 

technologies. Energy efficiency, renewable 

energy, carbon capture and storage (CCS), 

nuclear power and new transport technolo-

gies will all require widespread deployment if 

we are to achieve reductions in greenhouse 

gas emissions.  Hydrogen and fuel cell tech-

nologies, once more developed, also have 

the potential to help achieve reductions 

across several sectors of the energy system, 

such as transport, industry, buildings and the 

power sector. In fact, hydrogen and fuel cell 

technologies are one of only a small number 

of options that can link these different energy 

sources and end-uses together. 

 

At the launch of the Technology Roadmap 

on Hydrogen and Fuel Cells, the Executive 

Director of the International Energy Agency, 

Maria van der Hoeven, said that our current 

road is unsustainable – economically, envi-

ronmentally and socially.  Without decisive 

action, energy-related emissions of carbon 

dioxide will more than double by 2050.  We 

can and must change our current path. 

However, this will take an energy revolution. 

Low-carbon energy technologies will have a 

crucial role to play. 

 

Most hydrogen and fuel cell technologies are 

still in the early stages of commercialisation 

and currently struggle to compete with alter-

native technologies, including other low-

carbon options, due to high costs.             

Governments can help accelerate the de-

velopment and deployment of hydrogen 

and fuel cell technologies by ensuring contin-

ued research, development and demonstra-

tion funding for hydrogen generation and 

conversion technologies. 

 

Hydrogen is a flexible energy carrier that can 

be produced from any regionally prevalent 

primary energy source. Moreover, it can be 

effectively transformed into any form of en-

ergy for diverse end use applications.        

Hydrogen is particularly well-suited for use in 

fuel cells that efficiently use hydrogen to gen-

erate electricity and can meet the demand-

ing needs of the transport sector.  Critically, 

by enabling continued use of fossil fuel re-

sources, hydrogen production in combina-

tion with  carbon capture and storage (CCS) 

can provide energy security benefits and 

help maintain a diversified fuel mix.  

 

Hydrogen is particularly useful as an energy 

carrier because it allows low-carbon energy 

to be stored. Small quantities of hydrogen 

can be stored under restricted space and 

weight requirements to enable long-

distance, low-carbon driving using fuel cell 

electric vehicles (FCEVs). Large quantities of 

hydrogen can be stored over long periods of 

time, facilitating the integration of high 

shares of variable renewable energy into the 

energy system for power and heat.  

 

Hydrogen can help to achieve very low-

carbon individual motorised transport; inte-

grate very high shares of variable renewable 

energy (VRE) into the energy system; and 

contribute to the decarbonisation of the in-

dustry and the buildings sector. 

 

 

 

 

INTERNATIONAL ENERGY AGENCY  

CALLS FOR FUEL CELLS TO HELP 

COMBAT CLIMATE CHANGE 
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MOLTEN CARBONATE FUEL 

CELLS COST EFFECTIVE IN 

CUTTING EMISSIONS 
 

The IEA’s report on the International Status of 

Molten Carbonate Fuel Cell Technology 

shows that fuel cells powered by biofuels or 

natural gas can already be cost effective if 

all of a system’s lifetime costs including con-

struction, financing, fuel, maintenance, taxes, 

insurance and incentives are taken into ac-

count.  The levelized cost of energy (LCOE) is 

estimated by dividing all the costs by the sys-

tem’s expected lifetime output in kilowatt 

hours.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The capital cost of the MCFC  may be higher 

but there are no costs for transmission and 

distribution or for load levelling.  There is also  

excellent availability, over 90%, so the Level-

ized Cost Of Energy (LCOE) for MCFC systems 

is already competitive compared with cen-

tral generation and solar PV in the USA. 

 

In this analysis, investment bank Lazard esti-

mates the LCOE of a diesel generator at 

about US$0.30. Its capital cost may be low 

but it has poor electrical efficiency and high 

fuel use.  Crucially, the analysis does not 

place a cost on emissions, waste disposal, 

transmission and distribution or land acquisi-

tion costs, all of which can be material fac-

tors in urban environments and attributes of 

MCFC power generation solutions. And of 

course, what value does society place on 

the lack of harmful emissions? 

 

CARBON CAPTURE AND 

STORAGE  WITH FUEL CELLS 
 

To address the concerns about climate 

change resulting from the industrial emission 

of carbon dioxide (CO2) in the shorter term, 

as a bridging solution towards a more sustain-

able CO2-neutral energy infrastructure, Car-

bon Capture and Storage (CCS) is probably 

the most effective means to meet green-

house gas emission mitigation objectives. 

 

Post combustion capture is the only mature 

technology with a high readiness level: car-

bon dioxide is intercepted and separated 

from the flue gas before it is vented.  This 

technology has the great disadvantage of a 

high energy penalization and a significant 

part of the power plant’s energy is lost. With 

a radically innovative approach, Molten Car-

bonate Fuel Cells (MCFCs) could be used to 

separate the CO2 from the flue gas instead, 

generating power in the process. 

 

The IEA compares  different  CCS technolo-

gies in terms of the incremental cost of elec-

tricity produced by the combustion-based 

plant: ammine based scrubbing;  replacing 

air with pure oxygen; and electrochemical 

separation with a molten carbonate fuel cell.  

The capital and operating costs are illus-

trated.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The figure shows that fuel cell based CO2  

capture is the only solution that has the po-

tential to meet (and exceed) the US Depart-

ment of Energy (DOE) goal of applying CCS 

with less than 35% increase in the cost of 

electricity.               www.iea.org 

 

http://www.iea.org
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SOUTH KOREA STARTING 

 MANUFACTURE  
 

FuelCell Energy’s South Korean partner,     

POSCO Energy, is making good progress with 

the local manufacturing of fuel cell compo-

nents in South Korea for the Asian market. The 

component manufacturing building in Po-

hang is completed and POSCO is concluding 

pre-production testing, with full production 

expected to begin in the fall of 2015. Raw 

materials have been ordered and delivered 

from the supply chain shared with FuelCell 

Energy. Increasing purchasing volumes will 

reduce the per-unit cost for both FuelCell En-

ergy and POSCO Energy as the global inte-

grated supply chain also serves the existing 

North American and European facilities. 

 

FuelCell Energy has delivered a further 5.6 

megawatts of fuel cell kits, in addition to the 

existing sales in the previously announced 

multi-year contract.  Production in Asia will 

lead to higher purchasing volumes, resulting 

in more favourable supplier pricing.  “This sec-

ond manufacturing site provides flexibility of 

supply as capacity is added to support 

growth," said Chip Bottone, President and 

CEO of FuelCell Energy. "Utilization of one 

common fuel cell platform worldwide is a key 

aspect for supporting global adoption and 

driving production volume to reduce costs.”  

 

FUELCELL ENERGY INTEGRATING  

GLOBAL SUPPLY  

BEACON FALLS  

ENERGY PARK  
 

FuelCell Energy’s presentation at 

the permitting process for the 

world’s largest fuel cell energy   

park in Connecticut, USA, illus-

trates the benefits  of this technol-

ogy.  They include high availabil-

ity, increased grid stability, low 

and quiet profile, with near zero 

nitrogen oxides, sulphur dioxide 

and particulates.   

Beacon Falls Energy Park will 

support  Connecticut’s re-

newable energy goals with 

reduced carbon emissions 

from natural gas. Further CO2 

reductions  are likely as elec-

trochemical conversion 

separates the C02 which 

could in future enable car-

bon capture and storage or 

recycling.   Over half FuelCell 

Energy’s fuel cells are pow-

ered by renewable energy 

so emissions are carbon  

neutral.  This installation is  

fuelled by wastewater.  
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E.ON CONNECTING SER-

VICES OFFER COMBINED 

HEAT AND POWER FUEL 

CELLS 
 

FuelCell Energy Solutions GmbH (FCES) and 

E.ON Connecting Energies GmbH are to offer 

decentralized combined heat and power 

(CHP) solutions with megawatt (MW) and 

multi-megawatt Direct FuelCell® (DFC®) 

power plants to their existing and prospective 

customer base.  These will be offered via a 

power purchase agreement financing or 

leasing structure.  

 

The agreement commences with the sale of 

a 1.4 MW plant in Europe at the German 

headquarters and production facility of     

Friatec AG in Mannheim.  Friatec will host the 

plant and benefit from ultra-clean, efficient 

and reliable power and high quality heat, 

along with a reduction of power costs and 

enhanced energy security. E.ON will own the 

power plant and FuelCell Energy Solutions will 

install, operate and maintain the plant under 

a long-term service agreement. 

 

Robert Hienz, CEO of E.ON Connecting Ener-

gies, commented: "With this partnership, we 

are delighted to install the first commercial 

MW-class fuel cell in Europe in an industrial 

environment. This case shows how high-

efficiency technologies can grow, mature 

and serve real customer needs and signifi-

cantly cut energy cost as a production fac-

tor."   The 1.4 MW power plant installation at 

Friatec will meet approximately 60% of the 

power needs of the manufacturing opera-

tions. The high quality heat from the power 

plant will be supplied to the existing on-site 

heating grid to be used at multiple produc-

tion areas within the facility. 

 

"Our production-processes require a large 

amount of power and heat, so we are very 

happy to have the opportunity to utilize fuel 

cells to generate these necessities as effi-

ciently and as cleanly as possible to ad-

vance our environmentally-friendly produc-

tion processes," said Klaus Wolf, CEO of      

Friatec AG.   

 

 "We are pleased to be partnering with lead-

ing energy provider E.ON Connecting Ener-

gies to accelerate the deployment of multi-

megawatt fuel cell power plants," said Chip 

Bottone, President and Chief Executive Offi-

cer FuelCell Energy, Inc. and Managing Di-

rector, FuelCell Energy Solutions GmbH. "This 

agreement introduces our globally proven 

power plants to new geographies and cus-

tomers that are interested in highly efficient 

and virtually emission-free distributed power 

generation solutions." The project develop-

ment agreement targets CHP applications 

for large scale power users that require con-

tinuous power, delivered economically and 

in an environmentally friendly manner. 

 

The presentation for  

Beacon Falls Energy Park 

also illustrates how well 

the availability of  

FuelCell Energy’s fuel 

cells compares with that 

of other    energy  

technologies  
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FuelCell Energy has been awarded a $23.7 

million cost share carbon capture project 

with the support of the U.S. Department of 

Energy. Sponsored by the National Energy 

Technology Laboratory, the project is to in-

stall and operate a two-megawatt Direct Fu-

elCell® (DFC®) system configured for carbon 

capture in addition to power generation. The 

carbon capture fuel cell system will be a 

modification of the Company's commercial 

DFC3000® fuel cell power plant and will be 

installed next to an existing coal-fired power 

plant to capture carbon dioxide (CO₂ ) from 

the exhaust of the coal plant. 

 

"Our affordable carbon capture solution 

solves coal-fired power plant emission chal-

lenges, enabling an incremental transition to 

cleaner power generation from coal," said 

Chip Bottone, President and Chief Executive 

Officer, FuelCell Energy. "Our proposition is 

attracting a lot of interest in the power indus-

try and from legislators in states with a reli-

ance on coal as we address a compliance 

obligation with a solution that provides a pro-

ject return compared to conventional car-

bon capture approaches that incur only 

costs."  The Company is evaluating sites with 

interested utility and independent power pro-

ducers that operate coal-fired power plants 

and expects to announce the site selection 

in the fall of 2015. 

 

 

PHASE TWO CAPTURING 700 

TONS C02 PER DAY 
 

 The second phase, which is expected to fol-

low this initial DOE project, would be to install 

eleven additional fuel cell power plants to 

capture approximately 700 tons/day of CO2 

in total, while simultaneously generating 

about 648,000 kilowatt hours/day of ultra-

clean power. 

 

 

The carbon capture solution for this project 

routes the flue gas from a coal-fired power 

plant into the fuel cells’ air intake system. The 

CO₂ is concentrated and captured within the 

fuel cells and approximately 70 % of smog 

producing nitrogen oxide (NOX) is destroyed, 

supporting clean air initiatives. Following cap-

ture, the CO₂ is cooled and compressed utiliz-

ing standard chilling equipment and is avail-

able for industrial or agricultural applications, 

enhanced oil recovery or sequestration. 

Unlike commercially available carbon cap-

ture technologies which significantly reduce 

the power output of the existing coal-fired 

power plant, DFC-based carbon capture is 

projected to provide additional clean power 

while separating carbon dioxide from the flue 

gas of the coal-fired power plant. 

 

"Generating power while simultaneously cap-

turing carbon emissions means that a coal-

fired power plant operator or a project inves-

tor receives a return on capital, making this 

an affordable solution for ratepayers," contin-

ued Mr. Bottone. "The power plant operator 

can adopt our solution incrementally, captur-

ing greater amounts of carbon and reducing 

pollutant emissions over time, while increas-

ing the overall power output of the facility." 

 

The multiple advantages of FuelCell Energy's 

DFC carbon capture fuel cell solution  

include: 

 Utilizes a proven fuel cell power system 

owned by utilities on three continents 

 Scalable solution that can be added 

incrementally over time to capture 

greater amounts of CO₂ 

 Affordable to rate payers and provides 

the owner with a revenue stream from 

the sale of electricity generated by the 

fuel cell power plants 

  Extends life of coal-fired power plants 

with an easy-to-site solution that ad-

dresses emission challenges. 

 

AFFORDABLE CARBON CAPTURE AND 

RECYCLING OR STORAGE 
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Fuel Cell Energy is making significant progress 

towards achieving commercial deployment 

of its solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC) technology.  

Three projects have been selected by the 

U.S. Department of Energy (DOE): to demon-

strate performance and commercial-

readiness; to further reduce both product 

and manufacturing costs; and to validate 

hydrogen production utilizing the SOFC tech-

nology in an electrolysis configuration. 

 

Congresswoman Elizabeth Esty said "FuelCell 

Energy is a leader in developing innovative 

clean power generation that enhances en-

ergy resiliency and security in an environmen-

tally-friendly manner and contributes to the 

growth of our economy with domestic manu-

facturing. The vision and support from the 

Department of Energy is a testament to the 

groundbreaking work being performed by 

the FuelCell Energy team."    Chip Bottone, 

Chief Executive Officer, FuelCell Energy, 

added: "We are ready to expand our appli-

cations and confirm cost and performance 

profiles." 

 

COMMERCIALIZATION WITH 

400 KILOWATT PROJECT 
FuelCell Energy is operating a grid-

connected 50kW solid oxide fuel cell power 

plant at its facility in Danbury, Connecticut 

and building a 100 kilowatt SOFC plant that is 

expected to be operational in 2016. The next 

step is a larger project with a 400 kW SOFC 

system for which the company expects to 

finalize arrangements with the Department of 

Energy under a $10.9 million cost-share pro-

ject,   This project is a significant step in com-

mercializing SOFC technology for sub-

megawatt applications. 

 

SOFC MANUFACTURING 
The second FuelCell Energy project selected 

by the DOE is focused on automated manu-

facturing, utilizing continuous flow with consis-

tent high quality. The project targets cost re-

duction in the design and advancing the reli-

ability, robustness and endurance of the fuel 

cells. The $3.125 million cost-share award is 

expected to be finalized with the DOE within 

the next one to two months.   "We have ex-

tensive experience in reducing product costs 

and leveraging manufacturing scale, as 

demonstrated by our commercial carbonate 

megawatt class power plants," commented 

Mr. Bottone.   The University of Connecticut 

(UCONN) is a sub-contractor on the project 

supporting the materials cost-out efforts and 

aspects of the automated manufacturing 

processes.   The projects will be supported by 

the research and development team at 

Versa Power Systems, a wholly owned subsidi-

ary of FuelCell Energy, and sub-contractor 

UCONN. 

 

SOFC OPERATES IN REVERSE 

TO PRODUCE HYDROGEN  
 

The third project, supported by a $1.3 million 

cost-share award from the DOE's Fuel Cell 

Technologies Office, is adapting existing 

SOFC stack technology for hydrogen produc-

tion by achieving electrolysis through a solid 

oxide electrolyzer cell (SOEC) at very high 

efficiency and within established cost pa-

rameters. A solid oxide electrolyzer cell is a 

SOFC that essentially runs in reverse, utilizing 

an electric current, to produce pure hydro-

gen and oxygen. The capability to switch be-

tween electrolysis mode and fuel cell mode 

means that a hydrogen based storage sys-

tem can be configured with only one set of 

fuel cell stacks, instead of separate systems 

for electrolysis and power generation opera-

tions, substantially reducing cost. 

 

"Hydrogen production via a solid oxide    

electrolyzer cell is a very promising method of 

generating hydrogen from water due to its 

very high conversion efficiency and low    

energy input requirements," said Tony Leo,  

SOLID OXIDE CELLS FOR BOTH POWER 

AND ELECTROLYSIS 
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Vice President Applications & Advanced 

Technology Development, FuelCell Energy. 

"Solid oxide fuel cell technology is the most 

efficient adaption of fuel cell technology for 

electrolysis and our fuel cell stack operates in 

either power or electrolysis mode."  Hydrogen 

produced from SOEC can be stored and 

used for grid-power, hydrogen fuelling sta-

tions or for industrial purposes as an alterna-

tive to natural gas reforming. SOEC can also 

be applied as a clean and highly efficient 

solution for storing excess power produced 

by intermittent technologies when their out-

put exceeds the needs of the electric grid.  

 

The Company's SOFC technology generates 

industry-leading electrical efficiency of ap-

proximately 60% plus usable heat for com-

bined heat and power applications, resulting 

in total estimated thermal efficiency           

between 80% and 85%. The technology is 

also fuel flexible, with the ability to utilize coal 

syngas, clean natural gas, on-site renewable 

biogas or directed biogas.  The electro-

chemical process emits virtually no pollutants 

due to the absence of combustion.   

 

GROWING GLOBAL USE OF 

FUEL CELLS  
 

FuelCell Energy generated a billion kilowatt 

hours (kWh) of power in the past nine months, 

reflecting the growing global adoption of 

affordable and environmentally friendly fuel 

cell power plants.   Professor Scott Samuel-

sen, Director, National Fuel Cell Research 

Center said: “Fuel cells provide a solution 

that is unique in the power industry, offering 

customers continuous on-site electricity and 

heat generated in an environmentally-

friendly manner with minimal land require-

ments and no need for electrical transmission 

lines."    Chip Bottone, Chief Executive Officer, 

FuelCell Energy, added: "This accelerated 

growth rate is recognition of the operating 

performance of our fleet as well as the grow-

ing support for clean power generation, as 

our fuel cell solutions help meet emission re-

duction goals and renewable portfolio    

standards."  www.fce.com 

 

NEWS  
FUEL CELL INDUSTRY  

REVIEW 
 

The 2015 Review offers data and analysis by 

region, application and fuel cell type. It in-

cludes objective commentary on key events in 

the industry over the past year. Your free copy 

can be obtained by registering at 

www.FuelCellIndustryReview.com 

 

CERES - CHANGE OF P0WER 
 

A report by Edison Industrial Research Ltd 

finds that Ceres Power’s technology offers a 

route to economically viable fuel cell-based 

systems for mass deployment. Distributed 

power generation systems based on fuel cells 

enable an ideal solution that generates elec-

tricity more efficiently than the grid, reduces 

overall energy consumption and provides 

increased security of supply for homes and 

businesses, while at a national level reduces 

the significant investment required in replac-

ing ageing centralised power generation  

infrastructure.   Ceres’ Steel Cell technology is 

an innovative solution to the cost problem, 

using non-exotic materials that can be proc-

essed in volumes using conventional manu-

facturing equipment. www.cerespower.com 
 

AFC’S KORE FUEL CELL 

ACHIEVES MILESTONE 
 

AFC Energy plc, the industrial fuel cell power 

company has successfully achieved the    

penultimate milestone in its 2015 POWER-UP 

programme.  The Company’s alkaline fuel 

cell technology, implemented in this proto-

type installation, will continue to be further 

validated by collecting operating data over 

the coming months and importantly, follow-

ing full commissioning of the system sched-

uled for December 2015. This is in preparation 

for achieving AFC’s strategic goals for devel-

oping several projects in the international 

power market within 2016, supported by key 

project partners.   www.afcenergy.com 

http://www.fce.com
http://www.FuelCellIndustryReview.com
http://www.cerespower.com
http://www.afcenergy.com
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UK HYDROGEN  AND  

FUEL CELLS 
 

Following upon the announcement of the UK 

Government’s Comprehensive Spending Re-

view, the UK Hydrogen and Fuel Cell Associa-

tion (UK HFCA) is calling for enhanced sup-

port for low carbon technologies, such as 

hydrogen and fuel cells.  They recommend 

an expansion of the Renewable Heat Incen-

tive scheme to include a wider mix of low 

carbon solutions rather than just renewables. 

For example, hydrogen and fuel cells can 

deliver low carbon heat through various 

routes.   The Government has allocated £500 

million to the Innovation Fund over 5 years 

and they recommend that part of it is used 

for nationwide large scale demonstration 

projects of innovative low carbon solutions, 

such as hydrogen and fuel cells, to help vali-

date the sector’s capability in delivering af-

fordable, low carbon electricity, as well as 

helping to bring down costs through en-

hanced scale.  

 

The HFCA is concerned with the Govern-

ment’s decision to halt the £1bn Competition 

for Carbon Capture and Storage, which 

could be beneficial for all parts of the energy 

mix. For  example, hydrogen produced in 

“pre-combustion capture” can be used to 

power vehicles, homes and commercial 

buildings.   

 

Dennis Hayter, Chair of UK HFCA said: “The 

UK has a number of world leading hydrogen 

and fuel cell companies operating in the 

global market. Government support is 

needed now to make the UK an attractive 

place to manufacture and, thus, grow and 

retain current capability.”  www.ukhfca.co.uk  
 

HYPULSION LAUNCHING 

PLUGPOWER  IN EUROPE  
 

Plug Power and Air Liquide founded HyPul-

sion in 2012 to jump-start the hydrogen and 

fuel cell market in Europe.  To date the com-

pany has achieved key milestones in product 

development, customer engagement and 

strong relationships with original equipment 

manufacturers. Plug Power has more than 

7,000 fuel cell products deployed in North 

American material handling operations, 

which have accumulated more than 100 mil-

lion hours of operational time.    Plug Power is 

now taking a larger stake in Hypulsion and 

expects to grow to a $500 million revenue 

company. Air Liquide will continue to work 

with Plugpower as they develop the hydro-

gen economy in Europe.  Xavier Pontone, 

Managing Director of Air Liquide said: "Plug 

Power has displayed leadership in building 

an industry in North America and we look for-

ward to a continued partnership with them  

in the coming years." HyPulsion’s  European 

marketing of Plugpower’s GenDrive system 

can be seen at:  

 www.youtube.com/watch?v=hATZCEGT46M          

        www.plugpower.com 
 

LAUNCH OF THE NEW 

HONDA  CLARITY 
 

Honda has announced that lease sales of 

the new Honda Clarity will commence in Ja-

pan in March 2016.  Employing original 

Honda technologies, the fuel cell stack was 

downsized by 33% and yet output of more 

than 100kW and approximately 60% improve-

ment in energy density have been achieved. 

The fuel cell powertrain Is so compact that it 

fits under the hood of a sedan-type vehicle. 

This enables a full cabin that seats five adults 

comfortably.  When combined with Honda’s 

external power feeding device, the Power 

Exporter 9000, the all-new Clarity fuel cell can 

function as a “power plant on wheels” that 

generates and provides electricity to the 

community in times of a disaster or other 

events.  www.honda.com 

http://www.ukhfca.co.uk
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hATZCEGT46M
http://www.plugpwer.ocm
http://www.honda.com
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In an announcement from Loughborough, UK  

and Bangalore, India, Intelligent Energy said 

that it will  purchase contracts from GTL Lim-

ited to supply energy-management services 

across more than 27,400 telecom towers in 

India. This landmark deal represents a major 

milestone in hydrogen fuel cell development 

and is expected to have a transformative 

impact on India’s energy market by creating 

high efficiencies and cost savings alongside 

reducing emissions. 

“This transaction delivers contracted reve-

nues of approximately £1.2 billion over ten 

years” said Henri Winand, CEO of Intelligent 

Energy Holdings. “Our technology will not 

only help to bring a stable, reliable power 

supply to these towers, it will also demon-

strate the full power of hydrogen fuel cells 

today, and in the future.” 

REPLACING UNRELIABLE, 

POLLUTING DIESEL 

 
The deployment of hydrogen fuel-cell power 

to Indian telecom towers marks a watershed 

transformation of the Indian power grid, pre-

viously faulted for stifling India’s economic 

growth due to persistent unreliability. Over 

70% of India’s circa 425,000 telecom towers 

experience power outages of approximately 

eight hours per day leaving nearly half of the 

country’s 935 million mobile phone users fre-

quently disconnected for extended periods. 

Diesel generators are currently the main 

back-up power source, but as a fuel, diesel is 

costly, inefficient, and emits high levels of 

CO2, NOx and harmful carcinogenic particu-

late emissions. Hydrogen fuel cells are ex-

pected to be more efficient and cleaner and 

can be more economical on a total cost of 

ownership basis than diesel generators. 

 

This deal demonstrates India’s long-term 

commitment to fuel-cells and builds on its 

recently announced deployment of hydro-

gen fuel cells on telecom towers.  Essential 

Energy, a subsidiary of Intelligent Energy in 

India, will assume the power management 

for  over 27,400 mobile telecom towers; a fig-

ure equivalent to 50 per cent of the U.K.’s 

telecom towers and 13 per cent of the U.S’. 

Essential Energy intends to transition around 

70 per cent of the managed telecom towers 

from diesel power to hydrogen fuel cells 

throughout their contracts’ tenure. 

 

Henri Winand added, “Using our technology, 

India can leapfrog into an information-driven 

future without assuming the costs and experi-

encing the difficulties of first implementing a 

conventional energy grid. This deal sets a sig-

nificant precedent for shaping India’s energy 

future.” 

 

 

INTELLIGENT ENERGY £1.2 BILLION  

CONTRACTS FOR  INDIAN TELECOM  

http://www.gtllimited.com/ind/index.aspx
http://www.gtllimited.com/ind/index.aspx
http://www.intelligent-energy.com/about-us/media-room/news/company-news/2015/01/15/key-target-met-for-deployment-of-hydrogen-fuel-cells-on-telecom-towers-across-india
http://www.intelligent-energy.com/about-us/media-room/news/company-news/2015/01/15/key-target-met-for-deployment-of-hydrogen-fuel-cells-on-telecom-towers-across-india
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INTELLIGENT ENERGY  

PREPARING FOR MASS 

MANUFACTURE 
 

Intelligent Energy will lead a pan-European 

industry working group to develop its proprie-

tary 90kW fuel cell automotive technology in 

an EU funded project called VolumetriQ.   

The three-year programme will deliver a blue-

print for stack suitability for mass manufacture 

and potential industrialisation by 2020. 

 

Funded by €5 million from the European Fuel 

Cell and Hydrogen Joint Undertaking 

(FCHJU), the target is to develop fuel cell 

stacks that can be manufactured in high vol-

umes for use in hydrogen fuel cell vehicles by 

2020, building on Intelligent Energy’s industry 

leading PEM fuel cell technology. The project 

will also involve four industrial partners; John-

son Matthey Fuel Cells, Solvay Speciality Poly-

mers, ElringKlinger and Pretexo, as well as 

academic input from CNRS Montpellier. Fur-

thermore, BMW Group and Daimler will par-

ticipate in the project to set out the stack re-

quirements. The programme outputs must 

demonstrate cost reduction and advance 

manufacturing technology with optimised 

component detail designs. 

 

Intelligent Energy’s Director of Research and 

Technology, Dr Chris Dudfield, said: 

“Hydrogen fuel cell powered vehicles are a 

reality for the ‘here and now’. To bring them 

to mass market, we need to ensure our fuel 

cell stacks are robustly industrialised, which is 

the aim of this programme.”  

Bert de Colvenaer, Executive Director at 

FCHJU, said: “The Horizon 2020 programme 

aims to speed up the commercial deploy-

ment of fuel cells and hydrogen in Europe 
through the investment of €1.33bn (half pub-

lic, half private funds) in a range of pro-

grammes from research to demonstration 

and pre-market introduction tests. The pro-

jects under FCH 2 JU will look to deliver a new 

generation of materials and prototypes.  

They will also demonstrate, on a large scale, 

the readiness of the technology to enter the 

market in the fields of transport, cars, buses 

and refuelling infrastructure, as well as hydro-

gen production and distribution, energy stor-

age and stationary power generation.” 

 

Dr Dudfield concluded: “The results of this 

programme will bring a significant opportu-

nity to original equipment manufacturers 

(OEMs) to deliver Intelligent Energy’s proprie-

tary 90kW automotive fuel cell architecture in 

the next generation of Fuel Cell Electric Vehi-

cles which, we believe, offers the best solu-

tion to the automotive industry to scale up 

production and deliver vehicles that meet 

the demands of the consumer, as well as  

delivering zero-emissions at the tail-pipe.” 

 

ASIAN AUTOMOTIVE  

CUSTOMERS 
 

Intelligent Energy has extended its joint devel-

opment programme with one of its existing 

Asian automotive OEM customers. This marks 

another step in Intelligent Energy’s long-

standing links with the Asian automotive mar-

ket, where fuel cell electric vehicle commer-

cialisation has started with the arrival of con-

sumer products on the market.  Intelligent En-

ergy currently works with nearly 25% of the 

largest global car OEMs, allowing them to lev-

erage Intelligent Energy’s technology and in-

tellectual property portfolio. Henri Winand, 

CEO of Intelligent Energy, said: Asia continues 

to take the lead globally in the adoption of 

fuel cell technology for automotive use and 

we are excited to be an integral part of this 

global adoption through our relationships with 

a number of Asian OEMs".      

 www.intelligent-energy.com 

http://www.intelligent-energy.com
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300 FUEL CELL BUSES 

FOR CHINA 
 

Ballard Power Systems has signed a new long

-term license and supply agreement with an 

existing partner in China, Guangdong Syn-

ergy Hydrogen Power Technology Co., Ltd. 

(“Synergy”), to provide fuel cell power prod-

ucts and technology solutions in support of 

the planned deployment of approximately 

300 fuel cell-powered buses in the cities of 

Foshan and Yunfu, China.  

 

The deal has an estimated initial value of $17 

million through 2016. The agreement includes 

supply and sale of fully-assembled fuel cell 

power modules, ready-to-assemble module 

kits, a technology license for localization of 

assembly, supply of proprietary fuel cell 

stacks and long-term recurring royalties lever-

aged to unit volumes of locally assembled 

modules.   “We are thrilled to have Ballard 

selected as the exclusive supplier of fuel cell 

technology for the largest ever global de-

ployment of fuel cell buses,” said Randy 

MacEwen, Ballard President and CEO. “The 

Foshan and Yunfu governments are demon-

strating strong vision and leadership by 

championing a collaboration model that ad-

dresses mass transit needs, supports air qual-

ity initiatives and contributes to continued 

economic development.”  

 

Mr. Xu Guo, Vice Mayor of the City of Yunfu 

said, “We are moving the Cities of Foshan 

and Yunfu into the future by adopting clean, 

quiet and economical fuel cell buses. We  

have a strong consortium of partners, includ-

ing Ballard, Synergy and Feichi Bus.” Mr. 

Chen Xiaomin, Vice Chairman of Foshan 

Automobile Transportation Group Co., Ltd. 

added, “Foshan Automotive is a leader in the 

manufacture of clean energy buses in 

Guangdong Province. We see strong de-

mand for low carbon solutions and are ex-

cited by the opportunity to be first-to-market 

with a fuel cell bus. This deal represents a po-

tential catalyst for further advancement and 

adoption of fuel cell buses in China. ”  

Ballard’s latest-generation fuel cell module, 

the  FCvelocity®-HD7 was launched in a 90 

kilowatt (kW) net power configuration earlier 

this year.  This will typically be used to power 

large urban transit buses.    Key components 

are manufactured with high-volume produc-

tion processes, thereby reducing capital 

cost of the module and maintenance costs 

associated with parts replacement over the 

life of the product. Ballard’s HD7 represents a 

cost reduction of approximately 65% in this 

product line over the past six years. Two new 

product configurations  will deliver net power 

of 30kW and 60kW, respectively, and are ex-

pected to be launched for commercial de-

ployments in 2016 to power smaller buses 

and provide range extension solutions.  

 

FUEL CELL FOR TRAM 
 

Ballard has also signed an agreement with 

Tangshan Railway Vehicle Company, Limited 

(TRC) for development of a new fuel cell 

module that will be designed to meet the 

requirements of tram or modern ground rail 

transit equipment applications. The value of 

this work to Ballard is approximately $3 million 

and represents the next step toward a com-

mercial product, following the June 2015 

signing and announcement of a framework 

agreement between the Companies.  

 

Randy MacEwen, Ballard’s President and 

CEO said, “The growing need for mass transit 

solutions in China, together with acknowl-

edgement of the severe air quality issues, 

certainly makes fuel cell-powered trams an 

intriguing market opportunity. Ballard is well 

positioned to address this opportunity, given 

our ongoing work with TRC.” This agreement 

contemplates that TRC trams will use next-

generation Ballard fuel cell power modules 

designed specifically for the Modern Ground 

Rail Transit Equipment application, with a 

goal of powering the initial prototype by 

2016. The purpose-designed product is ex-

pected to deliver at least 200 kilowatts of 

power and have a lifetime of at least 20,000 

operating hours.  

 

BALLARD CONTRACTS IN ASIA 
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BALLARD AND KING LONG-

FUEL CELL BUSES 
 

Ballard Power Systems has signed a Strategic 

Collaboration Agreement with Xiamen King 

Long United Automotive Industry Co., Ltd. 

(“King Long”), a leading global developer, 

designer and manufacturer of buses, to de-

sign and deploy fuel cell-powered buses. The 

companies have agreed to collaborate on 

the development, optimization and produc-

tion of a prototype fuel cell bus, with Ballard 

supplying its proprietary fuel cell engine 

along with Technology Solutions support for 

this purpose. The companies also plan to col-

laborate on key deployments of fuel cell 

buses, initially in China and eventually in King 

Long’s global network. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Randy McEwen, CEO of Ballard Power Sys-

tems (seated left)  said, “We are delighted to 

be working with the second largest bus OEM 

in the world on this important fuel cell bus de-

sign and market opportunity. Together, we 

are looking to optimize the design in order to 

improve performance while lowering  cost. 

This will help drive fuel cell buses to cost parity 

with incumbent bus technologies.       King  

Long’s strategic commitment to fuel cell bus 

deployment represents further validation of 

the substantial potential for zero-emission 

mass transit solutions in China and beyond.” 

 

Lian Xiaoqiang, Chairman of the Board of 

King Long (seated right) stated, “As the mass 

transit bus market continues to evolve toward 

lower carbon solutions, fuel cell technology 

represents the future. King Long’s strategy is 

to lead the bus industry into the future by col-

laborating with Ballard, the world’s premier 

PEM fuel cell company. Ballard’s develop-

ment and field experience with fuel cell bus 

engines is unparalleled. Ballard has a strong 

brand for fuel cell leadership in China and at 

King Long we have a strong brand for bus 

leadership and innovation.”  
 

China’s rapid economic expansion over the 

recent past is resulting in public concern re-

garding deteriorating levels of air quality. The 

associated rise in urban concentration is a 

major contributing factor – the percentage 

of China’s population living in urban centres 

was 38% in 2000 and is projected to be 68% 

by 2030. These trends have resulted in consid-

erably larger carbon dioxide emissions than 

other nations. China’s Government is there-

fore investing heavily on actions designed to 

reduce emissions and improve air quality by 

promoting the adoption of “new energy” 

vehicles and clean energy mass transit.  

 

CLEAN POWER 
 

Ballard’s ElectraGen™ is helping to preserve 

the peaceful and beautiful environment near 

Koshi Tappu Wildlife Reserve in Nepal.  

www.ballard.com 

 

http://www.ballard.com
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A MG R A P H  PA C K A G IN G 

CHOOSES DOOSAN 
 

Connecticut based Amgraph Packaging 

company has been a long time enviro advo-

cate.  “It’s everyone’s responsibility to pre-

serve the planet” said Amgraph President 

and CEO Kenneth A. Fontaine.   He and his 

team recently conducted a comparative 

evaluation of fuel cell company technologies 

and selected two PureCell® Model 400 

power plants from Doosan Fuel Cell.  

Doosan’s 400 kW power plants will provide 

Combined Heat and Power (CHP) to the pri-

vately-owned company that produces flexi-

ble packaging.  

 

As part of Amgraph’s commitment to envi-

ronmental sustainability, the company will 

transition to clean hydrogen-based fuel cells 

that run on natural gas, and Doosan will 

manufacture, install and service the power 

plants.   “Amgraph has been dedicated to 

environmentally-friendly manufacturing op-

erations and sustainable practices for over 30 

years,” says Fontaine. “We had conversations 

with a variety of fuel cell manufacturers and 

selected Doosan’s PureCell technology be-

cause it most closely aligns with our environ-

mental goals. It’s quiet, clean, reliable and 

produces the ideal combination of power 

and heat.” Due to the fuel cell’s high electri-

cal and thermal efficiency and virtual lack of 

pollutants, this project was awarded a grant 

under the Connecticut Low and Zero Emis-

sions Renewable Energy Credit (LREC) pro-

gram, which distributes renewable energy 

credit payments for each megawatt hour of 

power produced. LREC is one of the many 

programs created by the state of Connecti-

cut, with the objective to drive deployment 

of clean distributed generation through low-

emissions technologies such as fuel cells.  

 

“We look forward to a long-term business re-

lationship with Amgraph as they realize signifi-

cant power cost savings, dramatically re-

duced pollutant and carbon emissions, and 

improved energy security and reliability with 

our power plants," said Eric Strayer, vice presi-

dent, sales and business development, 

Doosan Fuel Cell.   The commercial start-up 

date of the Doosan power plant will be by 

the end of 2015.  

 

CT TRANSIT INSTALLING AN-

OTHER DOOSAN FUEL CELL 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Connecticut Transit (CTtransit) has confirmed 

that a second Doosan fuel cell system is set 

to be installed later in the year.   The initial 

Doosan fuel cell went live August 2012 at the 

CTtransit Hartford facility and supplies 400 

kilowatts (kW) of clean energy. The second 

Doosan fuel cell will also supply electricity, 

heat and hot water to the Hamden facility, 

which serves as a base of operations for 135 

buses on 22 routes that serve 17 cities and 

towns in the greater New Haven area.       

The facility also houses full-service mainte-

nance shops and administrative and opera-

tions offices.  

 

“Environmental sustainability is important to 

CTtransit,” says Michael Sanders, public tran-

sit administrator at the Connecticut  

 

 

DOOSAN FUEL CELLS  DRAMATICALLY 

REDUCE POLLUTANT AND  

CARBON EMISSIONS   
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Department of Transportation. “We are com-

mitted to improving the energy efficiency 

and sustainability of our transportation system 

and pursuing projects such as this, our sec-

ond fuel cell installation, to advance our lo-

cal power generation in an environmentally 

positive way.”   

 

70 POWER PLANTS FOR  

BUSAN GREEN ENERGY  
 

Samsung C&T Corp. and Korea Hydro & Nu-

clear Power (KHNP) have partnered with  

Doosan  to develop a massive clean energy 

project that can power as many as 71,500 

Korean homes. Doosan will manufacture and 

ship 70 fuel cells that will produce 30.8 mega-

watts (MW) of clean energy and heat,    

Samsung will serve as the engineering, pro-

curement and construction contractor, and 

KHNP will provide the power to a new        

residential complex in Busan.  “The ‘Busan 

Green Energy Project’ illustrates how compa-

nies can collaborate to create and imple-

ment a plan that minimizes harmful green-

house gas emissions and moderates every-

day energy costs,” says Doosan President 

and CEO Jeff Chung. “We’ve developed the 

largest urban fuel cell site in Korea and the 

largest phosphoric acid fuel cell generation 

project in the world, reinforcing the fact that 

fuel cells are the premier clean energy alter-

native in large cities.”  

 

PROVIDING RENEWABLE  

ENERGY AND WATER 
 

BioFuels Energy LLC, a project developer that 

supplies its clients with renewable energy 

through strategic alliances and long-term 

power purchase agreements (PPAs), has ac-

quired two 440 kW fuel cells and a 90-ton 

chiller from Doosan.  BioFuels plans to sell the 

electricity to the California State University 

San Marcos and provide free use of chilled 

water and/or hot water and create numer-

ous eco-friendly benefits at the campus.  This 

will  include annually saving 2.5 million gallons 

of water - a key performance advantage in 

drought-stricken California.  

www.doosanfuelcell.com 

NEWS 
 

BLOOM ENERGY FUEL 

CELLS AT 170 SITES 
 

Constellation, a subsidiary of Exelon Corpora-

tion, has announced an agreement to de-

velop 40 megawatts (MW) of Bloom Energy 

fuel cell projects for commercial and public 

sector customers.   Under the agreement, 

Constellation will provide equity financing for 

Bloom Energy Servers at more than 170 sites 

for customers, including the City of Hartford. 

The projects require no upfront capital from 

customers, who will purchase the power gen-

erated by the fuel cells under 15-year power 

purchase agreements.    

 

PUBLIC-PRIVATE  

MICROGRID 
 

Hartford Mayor Pedro E. Segarra said, “The 

City of Hartford benefits from this partnership 

by creating Connecticut’s first public-private 

microgrid. It will ensure that essential services 

in our Parkville neighborhood, including an 

elementary school, senior center, library 

branch, gas station and supermarket, remain 

operational during power outages. Utilizing 

fuel cells also provides power in a cost effec-

tive manner while increasing Hartford’s use of 

clean energy sources.”Through Constellation, 

customers of these projects also have the 

option to lock in competitive fixed rates for 

natural gas and electricity supply, and to im-

plement energy conservation measures and 

other distributed energy options such as solar.  
 

HYATT  HOTELS 
 

In its continuous effort to innovate around 

sustainability and improve the communities 

that it calls home around the world, Hyatt 

Hotels Corporation has announced  a new 

relationship with Bloom Energy. Hyatt Re-

gency Greenwich has been selected as the 

recipient of Hyatt’s first 500kW fuel cell, which 

will provide up to 75% of the hotel’s energy 

load, generating significant cost savings and 

reducing CO2  emissions. 

 

http://www.doosanfuelcell.com
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.constellation.com%2Fpages%2Fdefault.aspx&esheet=51161259&newsitemid=20150812005259&lan=en-US&anchor=Constellation&index=1&md5=2026aeae3dcc9f77aa5b14d983c27845
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.exeloncorp.com%2FPages%2Fhome.aspx&esheet=51161259&newsitemid=20150812005259&lan=en-US&anchor=Exelon+Corporation&index=2&md5=e01a9bf0aa7a7bc09fb111e965f02a38
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.exeloncorp.com%2FPages%2Fhome.aspx&esheet=51161259&newsitemid=20150812005259&lan=en-US&anchor=Exelon+Corporation&index=2&md5=e01a9bf0aa7a7bc09fb111e965f02a38
http://www.bloomenergy.com
http://greenwich.hyatt.com/en/hotel/home.html
http://greenwich.hyatt.com/en/hotel/home.html
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Fuel Cell Power’s Blog covers all types of fuel cells and their applications in distributed 

power generation, portable power, CHP and transport. For millennia, energy has been 

obtained by burning fuels, which is changing the chemistry of the atmosphere and the 

oceans. Cleanly, quietly and efficiently the electrochemical conversion of fuels is now  

becoming a practical alternative to combustion. Fuel cells utilize fossil fuels or energy 

from waste efficiently. They can equally be powered by hydrogen which can be gener-

ated from intermittent renewable energy sources. Articles and features in Fuel Cell Power 

will help individuals, businesses and communities to plan for long-term energy efficiency, 

price stability and cuts in harmful emissions.                             

                                                         www.fuelcellpower.org.uk 

 

             Fuel Cell Power provides information on the practical application of fuel cells. 

                  It is produced by the family and friends of the late Dr F T Bacon OBE, FRS, 

                        who dedicated his life to the development of fuel cell technology. 

                   Information can be obtained from: Jean Aldous, Editor, Fuel Cell Power, 

                                          The Gallery, The Street, Woolpit, Suffolk, IP30 9QG. 

                                                               Telephone : 01359 245073 

                                                                www.futureenergies.com 

“It is quite an exciting time to help propel the 

company’s goals forward,” said Shaheryar 

Adil, general manager of Hyatt Regency 

Greenwich. “Using fuel cells will greatly re-

duce our carbon footprint in Greenwich and 

is a step forward in helping to create sustain-

able communities around the world.” 

 

GREEN DATA CENTERS WITH 

BLOOM ENERGY 
 

Vapor IO, provider of the world’s first intelli-

gent, hyper modular data center solution, 

has announced a partnership with Bloom En-

ergy, provider of market-leading clean, reli-

able and cost-effective energy solutions, to 

decrease cost and increase the efficiencies 

of distributed green data centers globally. 

Coupling the clean and modular nature of 

Bloom Energy’s fuel cell technology with  

Vapor IO’s hyper-collapsed, data-defined 

data center solution, the partnership will pro-

vide an industry leading hyper modular low 

emission data center offering.  

 

“At Vapor IO, we are dedicated to revamp-

ing today’s data centers and leading the 

industry towards a more modern, sustainable 

and energy efficient IT infrastructure,” said 

Cole Crawford, co-founder and CEO of Va-

por IO. “Our partnership with Bloom Energy 

further enables us to provide this on a global 

level.”      www.bloomenergy.com  

EVENTS  
 

15th March 2016 

12th UK International Conference on  

Hydrogen & Fuel Cells 

The Conference, Exhibition and Partnering 

Event will be held in Birmingham, UK.  

‘The Commercialisation of Hydrogen & Fuel 

Cell Technology’ will concentrate on those 

already delivering to market and on       

demonstration projects which are facilitating 

the move to commercialisation.  

www.climate-change-solutions.co.uk 

25th—29th April 2016 

Group Exhibit Hydrogen + Fuel Cells 

Hannover Fair, Germany. Includes Europe’s 

largest hydrogen and fuel cells exhibition.  

www.h2fc-fair.com  
 

4th—5th  May 2016   All Energy 2016  

The largest UK renewable energy event  

includes sessions on hydrogen and fuel cells. 

Glasgow, Scotland. www.all-energy.co.uk 

 

5th—8th  July 2016 

12th European SOFC and SOE Forum 

Lucerne, Switzerland. www.efcf.com 

http://www.fuelcellpower.org.uk
http://www.futureenergies.com
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.vapor.io%2F&esheet=51164360&newsitemid=20150818005263&lan=en-US&anchor=Vapor+IO&index=1&md5=dcb9d974e6ab17277bda56f0176b62fa
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.bloomenergy.com&esheet=51164360&newsitemid=20150818005263&lan=en-US&anchor=Bloom+Energy&index=2&md5=81524043bc237fb436c5b48293a4e290
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.bloomenergy.com&esheet=51164360&newsitemid=20150818005263&lan=en-US&anchor=Bloom+Energy&index=2&md5=81524043bc237fb436c5b48293a4e290
http://www.bloomenergy.com
http://www.climate-change-solutions.co.uk
http://www.h2fc-fair.com
http://www.all-energy.co.uk
http://www.efcf.com

